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Abstract Conductance-based neuron models are frequently
employed to study the dynamics of biological neural
networks. For speed and ease of use, these models are
often reduced in morphological complexity. Simplified
dendritic branching structures may process inputs differently
than fullbranching structures, however, and could thereby fail
to reproduce important aspects of biological neural
processing. It is not yet well understood which processing
capabilities require detailed branching structures. Therefore,
we analyzed the processing capabilities of full or partially
branched reduced models. These models were created by
collapsingthedendritictreeofafullmorphologicalmodelofa
globus pallidus (GP) neuron while preserving its total surface
area and electrotonic length, as well as its passive and active
parameters. Dendritic trees were either collapsed into single
cables (unbranched models) or the full complement of branch
points was preserved (branched models). Both reduction
strategies allowed us to compare dynamics between all
models using the same channel density settings. Full
model responses to somatic inputs were generally
preserved by both types of reduced model while dendritic
input responses could be more closely preserved by
branched than unbranched reduced models. However,
features strongly influenced by local dendritic input
resistance, such as active dendritic sodium spike generation
and propagation, could not be accurately reproduced by any
reduced model. Based on our analyses, we suggest that
there are intrinsic differences in processing capabilities
between unbranched and branched models. We also
indicate suitable applications for different levels of
reduction, including fast searches of full model parameter
space.
Keywords Simulation.Computational modeling.
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Synaptic integration
1 Introduction
Single cell computer models can provide important insights
into the mechanisms of neuronal processing. ‘Full models’
possessing morphologically complete dendritic trees have
helped to elucidate many key functions of dendritic
computation, for example by showing that the extent of
action potential back propagation depends on the degree of
dendritic branching (Schaefer et al. 2003). Furthermore,
dendritic sub-branches have been shown to independently
regulate channel densities (Losonczy et al. 2008). Due to
high computational requirements, full models are frequently
replaced in network simulations and even in the exploration
of single neuron properties by ‘reduced’ models possessing
fewer compartments and simplified dendritic branching
structures (Herz et al. 2006). For example, reduced models
were used to study the control of burst firing by dendritic
NMDA receptor activation (Kuznetsov et al. 2006) and the
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spiking (Destexhe et al. 1998). Computationally efficient
reduced models are also particularly useful for the
simulation of large networks of neurons and have been
used, for example, to study gamma-frequency synchroni-
zation through dendro-dendritic gap junctions (Traub et al.
2001).
While cable theory has shown that many features of
properly constrained passive models can be analytically
preserved by reduced structures (Burke 2000; Rall et al.
1992), some features of full passive models cannot be
preserved by reduced morphologies. For instance, non-
uniform synaptic distributions are by definition impossible
to implement in reduced morphologies with a single
dendritic compartment but have been shown to provide
variation in both the resting membrane potential and the
effectiveness of distal synaptic inputs (Holmes and Woody
1989). With the addition of voltage and calcium gated
conductancesinactivemodels,thepotentialtoloseprocessing
capabilities when reducing morphological complexity only
increases (Rall et al. 1992). Therefore, a clear understanding
of the limitations of reduced active models with and without
the preservation of the detailed branching structure of a full
model is highly desirable in order to reach biologically valid
conclusions regarding network computation.
In the present study, we used a previously characterized
full GP neuron model (Gunay et al. 2008) to conduct a
detailed analysis of the limitations of two types of model
reduction strategies. The full GP model has extended thin
dendrites with multiple active conductances, which makes
it a good test case for possible limitations resulting from
model reduction. We compared two principled strategies of
model reduction that can be applied to full morphologies of
all cell types. The first strategy preserved the detailed
branching structure of the full model, while the second
strategy only preserved the surface area and electronic
length of each major dendritic branch by collapsing sub-
branches. We found that both branched and unbranched
model morphologies could retain many properties such as
spike waveforms and fI curves of the full model without
adjusting channel densities. However, when the morphology
was reduced to a small number of compartments, detailed
spike waveforms showed pronounced mismatches due to
differences in axial current flow. Model properties dependent
on local dendritic interactions between inputs and active
conductances could not be fully maintained even in models
with branched dendrites due to unavoidable local input
impedance mismatches between full and reduced models.
Overall, our analysis provides clear guidelines to the
limitations of reduced models and highlights specific aspects
of synaptic processing requiring full branching structures.
Furthermore, we show that our reduced models can success-
fully reproduce many integrative properties of full models.
Indeed, given the reduction strategies that we used,
identical channel density settings can be used in both
full and reduced morphologies to produce the similar
dynamics. In particular, we show that our unbranched
reduced models with >10 compartments can reproduce
full model somatic input output dynamics, which allows
them to be used as fast search engines of the full model
parameter space.
2 Methods
2.1 Full morphological GP neuron model
Previously, we have described the construction and validation
of a database of full GP models (Gunay et al. 2008). Models
were constructed with three dendritic morphologies, which
were obtained using Neurolucida (MicroBrightField, Inc.,
Williston, VT) reconstructions of biocytin filled rat GP
neurons in slice. One of these morphologies (s34 in Gunay
et al. 2008) was selected for the full GP model used in this
study: this morphology contained a soma and 511 dendritic
compartments. The passive parameters for this morphology
were optimized in a previous study of ours in order to fit the
responses of the recorded cell (s34 in Gunay et al. 2008)t o
brief somatic current injection pulses (Hanson et al. 2004).
As in Hanson et al. 2004 and Gunay et al. 2008,t h e
passive properties in all compartments were set to their
optimized values for this morphology: Rm (specific
membrane resistance)=1.47 Ω-m
2, Cm (specific membrane
capacitance)=0.024 F/m
2, and Ra (specific axial resistance)=
1.74 Ω-m. Each somatic and dendritic compartment of the full
model also contained 11 different voltage and calcium gated
ion channels: these were fast sodium (NaF), persistent sodium
(NaP), slow activating delayed rectifier (Kv2), fast activating
incompletely inactivating potassium (Kv3), low voltage
activated potassium (Kv4fast and Kv4slow), KCNQ family
potassium (KCNQ), calcium activated potassium (SK), high
voltage activated calcium (CaHVA), and H-current (HCNfast
and HCNslow). All dendritic compartments were given the
same conductance density for each channel (i.e. no gradients).
A full description of channel kinetics is given in supplemental
Tables S1 and S2 (Online Resource 1). See Gunay et al.
2008 for the process of parameter tuning.
Axons are generally not reconstructed from neurons
recorded in brain slices, because the slicing procedure often
severs the axon close to the soma. This was the case in our
GP reconstructions as well, and therefore our study of full
GP model properties employed a default axon comprised of
multiple nodal and internodal segments (Gunay et al. 2008).
Here, we replaced this artificial axon with a single axonal
compartment so that it could be directly transferred to the
reduced models without greatly increasing morphological
302 J Comput Neurosci (2011) 30:301–321complexity. This replacement required a recalibration of
axonal and somatic channel densities (Supplemental
Table S3, Online Resource 1) in order to preserve the
original model activity that was tuned to match slice
recordings.
The tuned parameter set used for most of this study
contained a medium level of dendritic sodium conductance
(gNa consisting of 40 S/m
2NaF and 1 S/m
2NaP) which was
not sufficient to support dendritic spike initiation. However,
dendritic spike initiation has been recorded in GP (Hanson
et al. 2004) and other neuron types, and represents an
important possible mode of synaptic integration in vivo.
Therefore, dendritic spike initiation and other responses
were compared between the full and reduced models using
an alternative to the tuned parameter set which contained a
high level of dendritic gNa (800 S/m
2 of dendritic NaF and
1 S/m
2 of dendritic NaP). This dendritic gNa density
allowed frequent spike initiation with appropriate dendritic
stimulation (Supplemental Fig. S3, Online Resource 1). To
assess the contribution of both levels of dendritic gNa to
mismatches between the full and reduced models, a second
alternative parameter set was used which contained no
dendritic gNa. Model responses with both alternative
parameter sets were described in the text or shown in
supplemental figures when there were important differences
with the results using the tuned parameter set.
2.2 Morphological reductions
We collapsed the dendritic tree of the full GP model in
order to study which full model activities could be matched
by morphologically reduced models. Morphological reduc-
tion could lead to functional mismatches with the full
model for two main reasons: first, by definition, morpho-
logical reduction must cause a decrease in the number of
compartments and an increase in average compartment size
that may not adequately represent voltage gradients in
cylinders; second, morphological reduction could cause a
loss of the detailed branching structure of the full model. To
distinguish between these two possible causes of activity
changes, two types of reduced models were created. The
first type required dozens of compartments in order to
preserve the detailed branching structure of the full model
(Fig. 1(b), ‘branched’ reduced models), while the second
type required only a few compartments because it did not
preserve the detailed branching structure (Fig. 1(c),
‘unbranched’ reduced models).
To create the branched reduced models, groups of full
model dendritic compartments which did not span branch
points were identified: there were 39 such groups. Each
group of compartments was converted into a single
compartment such that the total surface area (TSA) and
end to end electrotonic length (L) were preserved. TSAwas
(a)
(c)
(b)
Fig. 1 Methods of morphological reduction. To aid visualization,
dendritic diameters are multiplied by 5 while soma diameters are
multiplied by 2. Mean and maximum compartment electrotonic
lengths (L) are provided for each model to facilitate comparisons of
structure across model types. (a) The full GP model (green) has 513
compartments: these include 511 dendritic compartments, an axon
compartment, and a soma. (b) To create the simplest ‘branched’
reduced model (41comp, orange), the soma and axon compartment
were unaltered while each group of compartments in the full model’s
dendritic tree not containing any branch points was collapsed into one
dendritic compartment with the same total surface area and total
electrotonic length (see Methods). The dendrites of the 41comp model
were then divided lengthwise into equal parts until no dendritic
compartment in the model was longer than 0.2 L (59comp, magenta)
or 0.1 L (93comp, red). (c) To create the first ‘unbranched’ reduced
model (5comp, cyan), each major branch of the full model’s dendritic
tree was collapsed into a single dendritic compartment which
preserved the total surface area and average soma-to-tip electrotonic
distance for that major branch (see Methods). To create the 14comp
(turquoise), 50comp (purple), and 98comp (blue) models, each
dendritic compartment of the 5comp model was divided lengthwise
into 4, 16, and 32 pieces, respectively. All conductance densities and
passive parameters were preserved in each reduced model. The color
scheme used in this figure was consistently applied to all remaining
figures
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cell input resistance (Destexhe 2001; Tobin et al. 2006),
while L was preserved because the electrotonic structure of
a neuron strongly affects the integration of synaptic input
and dendritic attenuation of somatic voltage signals (Burke
2000; Destexhe 2001). Holding all passive parameters
including Rm and Ra fixed, the TSA and L for a given
group were used to calculate the length (l) and radius (r) of
the corresponding reduced model compartment using the
following two equations:
L ¼ l
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2»Ra
Rm»r
r
ð1Þ
TSA ¼ 2»p»r»l ð2Þ
Including the soma, the axon compartment, and the 39
dendritic compartments generated this way, the simplest
branched reduced model had 41 compartments (Fig. 1(b),
‘41comp’ orange model). The 41comp model possessed
some compartments that were quite electrotonically extended
and could prevent the 41comp model from matching certain
full model responses. Therefore, the 41comp model’s
extended dendritic compartments were divided such that
none was longer than 0.2 L (Fig. 1(b), ‘59comp’ model) or
0.1 L (Fig. 1(b), ‘93comp’ model).
While the branched reduced models maintained the TSA
and L of all detailed branches of the full model, the
unbranched reduced models only maintained the TSA and
L of each of the three major branches. It is possible to
maintain most passive electrical characteristics of a full
model when reducing its branching structure if the dendritic
tree meets two criteria: 1) dendrites must follow the 3/2
power branching rule and 2) all paths from the soma to
dendritic tips must have equal electrotonic lengths (Rall
1959, 1964). However, as for most real dendritic trees,
these strict criteria were not satisfied by the GP full model.
Therefore, we were forced to choose which aspects of the
full model’s morphology to preserve when reducing the
morphology to produce the unbranched reduced models.
We chose to preserve the TSA and average tip to tip L of
each major branch for the same reasons that we preserved
TSA and L for each branch in the branched reduced
models.
For the unbranched reduced models, the TSA of each
major branch was calculated by summing its compartment
surface areas; the L of each major branch was estimated as
the mean soma-to-tip L for all the tips in that major branch.
Using Eqs. (1) and (2) and these values for TSA and L, we
reduced each major branch of the full GP model into a
single compartment to create a 5-compartment unbranched
reduced model (Fig. 1(c), ‘5comp’ model). Because each
dendritic compartment of the 5comp model was greater
than 0.5 L, we progressively divided each dendritic
compartment lengthwise to be able to analyze which
features of the full model were lost due to altered branching
structure and which were due to increased compartment
size: each compartment of the 5comp model was divided
lengthwise into 4, 16 and 32 equal pieces to form the
‘14comp’, ‘50comp’ and ‘98comp’ models, respectively
(Fig. 1(c)).
2.3 Synaptic inputs
General features In several simulations, randomly timed
synaptic events were applied to dendritic compartments.
Excitatory synaptic inputs consisted of mixed AMPA
(Crise=1 ms, Cfall=3 ms, Esyn=0 mV) and NMDA (Crise=
10 ms, Cfall=30 ms, Esyn=0 mV) conductances, while
inhibitory inputs used solely GABA-A (Crise=1 ms, Cfall=
12 ms, Esyn=−80 mV) conductance. All synapses had a
maximal conductance of 0.25 nS and were distributed in the
full model such that each dendritic compartment received
one AMPA, one NMDA and one GABA-A synapse. In the
branched reduced models, synapses were directly mapped
from the full model and preserved both their locations in
the detailed branching structure and their exact activation
times. In the unbranched reduced models, synapses could
only be approximately mapped: synapses were placed in
compartments such that the electrotonic span and major
branch location of each compartment determined how
many synaptic inputs it received. For example, the most
proximal dendritic compartment in the 14comp model’s
(Fig. 1(c)) first branch spanned from 0 to 0.14 L. In the full
model’s first major branch, this electrotonic span contained
20 compartments; therefore, the most proximal dendritic
compartment in the 14comp model’s first branch received
the synapses contained in those 20 compartments. Some
full model dendritic compartments were more electrotoni-
cally distal than any compartment in the unbranched
reduced models. These synapses were shifted to the most
distal compartment in the unbranched reduced model;
shifting synapses in this way did not cause a large shift in
the average synapse position for the unbranched reduced
models (Table 1).
Cluster distributions for synchronous excitation To study
the effect of synchronous synaptic input, excitatory synap-
ses were grouped into clusters according to their approxi-
mate electrotonic distances from the soma. Each cluster
contained 13 compartments (from different branches), and
two of eight total clusters resided at each of the following
approximate distances: 0.175 L, 0.35 L, 0.525 L and 0.7 L.
In order to be able to directly compare synchronous and
asynchronous activation, clusters were activated using
304 J Comput Neurosci (2011) 30:301–321common event timetables which maintained the average
asynchronous activation rates of their synapses. To allow
for direct comparisons with full model responses, cluster
positions were directly mapped to their corresponding
locations in the branched reduced models. In contrast,
cluster positions could not be directly mapped into the
unbranched reduced models due to the loss of the detailed
branching structure. However, clusters in the unbranched
reduced models did maintain major branch locations and
approximate electrotonic positions. Furthermore, clusters in
the unbranched reduced models included the number of
compartments that most closely approximated the TSA of
that cluster’s compartments in the full model.
2.4 Simulations
Simulations were performed using GENESIS 2.3 (http://
www.genesis-sim.org/GENESIS/) on Linux workstations.
Simulation data were analyzed in Matlab (The Mathworks,
Inc, Natick, MA).
2.5 Statistics
For statistical analyses, data set normality was assessed
with the Lilliefors test, which showed that all of our
sampled data sets were not normally distributed. The
non-parametric Mann-Whitney U test was therefore used
for statistical comparisons. To correct for multiple
simultaneous comparisons, the Mann-Whitney U test
significance level was decreased from α=0.05 using the
Bonferroni correction. All statistical tests were performed
in Matlab.
2.6 Data sharing
Upon publication, all models along with all current
injection and synaptic input patterns used in this study will
be made available on the ModelDB public database (http://
senselab.med.yale.edu/ModelDB/default.asp).
3 Results
3.1 Matching passive somatic and dendritic responses
The passive properties of a neuron model strongly influence
its responses in the presence of active conductances (Rall
et al. 1992). Therefore, we compared the passive responses
between the full model and our branched or unbranched
reduced models with different numbers of compartments
(Fig. 2). Both 0 Hz (DC) and 1,000 Hz current injections
were applied because the passive response properties of a
neuron model depend on the frequency of inputs (Johnston
and Wu 1995). Despite the use of the same soma and axon
compartments for all models as well as the preservation of
certain dendritic morphological properties (see Methods),
passive responses to somatic current injection were affected
by dendritic properties due to axial current flow and varied
by model. Mismatches between the somatic input resistance
(RIN) of the reduced and full models ranged from 1% for
the 98comp unbranched model to 23% for the 5comp
unbranched model (Fig. 2(a)). In contrast, the 1,000 Hz
input impedance (ZIN) was a more challenging measure for
reduced models with few compartments: the mismatches
between reduced and full model somatic ZIN ranged from
only 2% for the 98comp unbranched model to 67% for the
5comp unbranched model (Fig. 2(d)). The quality of the
match was greater for reduced models with mean compart-
ment lengths which were more similar to that of the full
model, whether or not the branching structure was
preserved (Table 1, Fig. 2(a)). The increased RIN and ZIN
of the models with the largest trunk compartments near the
soma (5comp unbranched and 41comp branched models) is
explained by the decreased axial current that can exit the
soma because of the high axial resistance (RA) of the first
Table 1 Comparison of basic morphological properties between the
full and reduced models. All models contained 3 major branches and
possessed the same total surface area. Furthermore, the full and
branched reduced models had identical soma to tip L for all branches.
The unbranched reduced models were identical to each other except
for the lengthwise divisions of their dendritic compartments. Note that
mean compartment length (L) and mean compartment surface area
(SA) decreased as model compartments were divided. Similarly,
divided compartments allowed the mean synaptic position (L) to
approximate the full model value in both types of reduced model.
Regardless of compartment division, the unbranched reduced models
possessed much smaller median ratios of compartment Ra to SA
(median Ra/SA) than either the full or branched reduced models
Property Full 41Br 59Br 93Br 5UnBr 14UnBr 50UnBr 98UnBr
# dend comps 511 39 57 91 3 12 48 96
Mean comp length (L) 0.013 0.175 0.12 0.075 0.66 0.165 0.041 0.021
Mean comp SA (μm
2) 14.5 190 130 81.4 2468 617 154 38.6
Mean synaptic position (L) 0.512 0.734 0.577 0.537 0.733 0.548 0.497 0.488
Median Ra/SA (MΩ / μm
2) 1.752 1.402 1.652 2.055 0.143 0.143 0.143 0.143
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several compartments in the full model. Therefore the
dendritic trunk is charged less and the soma more by
somatic current injection. This effect is larger for 1,000 Hz
input to the soma (Fig. 2(d)), and thus fast somatic currents
such as those during an action potential (AP) can be
expected to create larger somatic voltage deflections with a
different time course in models with high RA values in the
initial trunk compartments. This dependence of fast
transients on all axial currents in a neuron should be kept
in mind, for example when examining the interaction
between ion channel kinetics and morphology to produce
smooth or kinky action potential onsets, an issue that has
recently gathered much interest (McCormick et al. 2007;
Naundorf et al. 2006).
Next we examined the reproduction of somatic responses
to dendritic input in our reduced models. We found that the
match to the median passive somatic response amplitude of
the full model to dendritic current injections in all compart-
ments (one by one) ranged from 2% for the 93comp
branched model to 14% for the 5comp unbranched model
(Fig. 2(b)). In contrast, with 1,000 Hz injection, we found
that median response amplitude of the closest matching
branched reduced model (93comp) was 15% smaller than
that of the full model while the closest matching
unbranched reduced model’s median response amplitude
was 174% larger than that of the full model (Fig. 2(e)). This
higher median response amplitude is due to the fact that
many fewer compartments are located at distal positions in
the unbranched models.
In contrast to the small differences between the somatic
passive responses of the full, branched and unbranched
reduced models to dendritic input, the local dendritic
responses diverged between branched and unbranched
(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f)
Fig. 2 Passive somatic responses to DC or 1,000 Hz current injection
into the soma or individual dendritic compartments. For panels C, E
and F, a log scale was used for the y-axis to facilitate comparisons
between models. (a) Voltage deflections (top, selected models) and
RIN (bottom, all models) are plotted for 50 pA current injections into
the soma. RIN was calculated by dividing the steady state voltage
change by the DC amplitude. Note the slight increase in RIN for the
most reduced branched or unbranched models. (b) Each dendritic
compartment was separately injected with 50 pA of DC. The box and
whisker plots show the amplitudes of the resulting somatic voltage
deflections: the middle horizontal bar represents the median while the
upper and lower horizontal bars represent the 75th and 25th
percentiles, respectively; the whiskers identify the most extreme
values found. Box and whisker plots, bar graphs, and raster plots
present the models in the same order consistently throughout the
paper. Note that the median somatic voltage change for injection into
different dendritic compartments was comparable for all models, but
that branched reduced models showed slightly larger variability in
somatic responses than the full model, whereas unbranched reduced
models showed slightly lower variability. (c) Distributions of local
dendritic RIN values for each model. The median and quartile values
but not whisker extents were similar between the branched reduced
models and the full model, whereas the unbranched reduced models
had lower median dendritic RIN and showed much less variability
between compartments. (d–f) Same plots as (a–c), except the injected
current was a 1,000 Hz sinusoidal input with a peak-to-peak (P2P)
amplitude of 50 pA. Input impedance (ZIN) was calculated as P2P
voltage deflection divided by 50 pA
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local dendritic DC RIN of the branched reduced and full
models ranged from only 7% to 12% while mismatches for
the unbranched reduced models ranged from 40% to 52%
(Fig. 2(c)). For the more challenging measure of median
local dendritic ZIN with 1,000 Hz input, the mismatches
between the branched reduced and full models ranged from
only 10% to 41% while unbranched reduced model
mismatches ranged from 71% to 93% (Fig. 2(f)). The
unbranched reduced models possessed lumped branches
which were thicker than those of the full or branched
reduced models and therefore exhibited smaller local RINs
and ZINs because their dendritic compartments possessed
much smaller median RA relative to surface area (Table 1).
Due to this unavoidable characteristic of unbranched
models, current flowed away from the injection site more
easily and did not charge the membrane locally as much as
in the full or branched reduced models. This difference
between branched and unbranched models could be quite
important for modeling studies of excitatory postsynaptic
potential (EPSP) amplification, for instance, because the
amount of amplification depends non-linearly on the
dendritic voltage reached (Golding and Spruston 1998).
Despite matching the median dendritic RIN and ZIN of
the full model, the branched reduced models lacked
dendritic RINso rZ INs as large as some present in the full
model. Indeed, the full model possessed maximum
dendritic DC RINs and 1,000 Hz ZINsw h i c hw e r e
respectively about twice and four times as large as any
possessed by a branched reduced model (box plot
whiskers in Fig. 2(c,f)). Furthermore, the full model
possessed 105 compartments which had larger 1,000 Hz
ZINs than any exhibited by a branched reduced model
compartment. The unbranched reduced models showed
even less variability in local dendritic RINsa n dZ INs, due
to their lack of small side branches.
In conclusion, the unbranched reduced models matched
the full model’s passive somatic responses but failed to
match its dendritic RINs and ZINs. In contrast, the branched
reduced models matched both the somatic and median
dendritic passive responses of the full model to current
injection. However, the branched reduced models lacked a
population of dendritic RINso rZ INs as large as many
present in the full model. These similarities and differences
in passive properties between the reduced and full models
provide much of the basis for emerging similarities and
differences in the active models.
3.2 Using ‘mock’ action current injection to predict
differences in AP size
The detailed spike shape is a frequently studied electro-
physiological feature (Bean 2007) which can depend on a
neuron’s morphology (McCormick et al. 2007). It is
therefore an interesting question whether reduced computer
models should be expected to faithfully reproduce this
feature of the experimental data. The results shown above
suggest that purely passive differences in axial current flow
between full and reduced models could confound studies of
how active conductances determine the detailed spike
shape. Unfortunately, isolating differences in spike shape
due to axial current flow in the presence of voltage-gated
conductances is complicated due to the non-linear inter-
actions between the membrane voltage trajectory and
conductance activation. The injection of a fixed ‘mock AP
current’ into the passive models allowed us to determine
which differences in the active AP should be expected
based on passive properties alone. For a mock AP, we used
a square current pulse injection with 5 nA amplitude and
0.5 ms duration, which produced a voltage spike with an
amplitude and rise time similar to a Na
+ action potential.
We found that the mock AP voltage deflection was within
1% of the full model’s value for the 98 comp unbranched
model; however, as the average electrotonic size of
compartments increased, the closeness of reduced model
voltage deflections to that of the full model decreased
(Table 1, Fig. 3(a)). Indeed, the mock AP voltage deflection
showed a steeper onset and was 55% larger in the 5comp
unbranched model than in the full model due to the reduced
axial currents flowing into the high Ra dendritic trunk of
the 5comp model (Fig. 3(b)). For the same reason, the
mock action current led to a much decreased voltage
deflection in the dendrites of this model (Fig. 3(c)). Note
that the same factors contributed to dendritic mock AP size
differences between the 14comp unbranched model and full
model, and that even the branched reduced models showed
smaller dendritic mock AP sizes due to larger Ra values of
the trunk dendritic compartments. Overall, our results with
mock AP current injection show that large dendritic trunk
compartments can lead to differences in AP size. Addition-
ally, decreased passive back propagation of the AP could
influence the activation of dendritic voltage gated currents
and therefore could further exacerbate differences in
integrative properties for the most reduced models. Never-
theless, both branched reduced models and unbranched
models with >10 compartments generally exhibited close
matches to full model somatic mock AP size.
3.3 Analysis of detailed somatic shape of sodium APs
for different levels of model reduction
After isolating the influence of reduced model architectures
on voltage transients for fixed current injection pulses, we
added the full complement of ion channels back in to
compare Na
+ AP shapes between the full and reduced
models. This set of simulations allowed us to determine the
J Comput Neurosci (2011) 30:301–321 307influence of the described passive mismatches on voltage-
gated channel activation, which could further exacerbate
spike shape mismatches.
Using the same active conductance parameter set that
was shown to reproduce physiological GP neuron activity
in the full model (see Methods) for all models, the active
full and reduced models each exhibited tonic, regular
spontaneous spiking (Fig. 4(a)). Spikes were always
initiated in the axon compartment due to its high NaF
conductance. Despite identical conductance densities, spike
shapes differed somewhat depending on each model’s
morphology. As predicted by the mock AP comparisons,
the somatic spikes of the 5comp model were taller than
those of the full model (by 7.9 mV). Spikes in the other
reduced models were also taller than those in the full
model, but not by as much, and they followed the same
pattern as for the height of the mock AP (Fig. 4(b) left
inset). It should be kept in mind, however, that the amount
of variability in spike height between the full and reduced
models was not large relative to the variability seen
between different GP cells in vitro (standard deviation=
10.8 mV) (Gunay et al. 2008). Note that AP height
depended on the average dendritic compartment length
rather than on the preservation of the detailed dendritic
branching structure (see Table 1). Spike height differences
were due to variations in the amount of axial current
leaving the soma during a spike (Fig. 4(d), left inset):
models with less axial current exiting the soma during a
spike (Fig. 4(d), compare positive peaks) possessed taller
action potentials (Fig. 4(b), left inset) because more current
remained in the soma to charge the somatic membrane.
Models with less axial current flow also exhibited slightly
more hyperpolarized spike initiation thresholds (Fig. 4(c),
left inset) because less positive driving current was able to
exit the soma into the dendrites during spike onset. The
medium dendritic gNa level in our default full model was
too low to propagate active dendritic APs, but a parameter
set with high dendritic gNa allowing active dendritic
spiking showed quite similar results for the dependence of
spontaneous spike shape on model reduction (Supplemental
Fig. S1, Online Resource 1), indicating that these findings
generalize to spiking and non-spiking dendrites.
A direct consequence of smaller axial current flows into
the dendrites during a mock AP was less depolarization of
the dendrites (Fig. 3(c), passive case). Less depolarized
proximal dendrites contributed less positive axial current
back to the soma immediately following the spike during
the fast afterhyperpolarization (fAHP) (Fig. 4(d), right
inset). Indeed, fAHPs were deeper in models with smaller
axial current flows back into the soma immediately
following a spike (e.g. the 5comp model, Fig. 4(b) right
inset, Fig. 4(d) inset). In contrast to the small spike height
differences, the difference between the full and 5comp
model fAHPs was 17.3 mV, about six times larger than the
experimental variability for this measure (Gunay et al.
2008). Deeper fAHPs in the 5comp model lasted for
many milliseconds following a spike (Fig. 4(c),r i g h t
inset). In sum, axial current flow was a key determinant
of spike shape differences: the reduced models that
exhibited axial current flows most similar to those of
the full model (e.g. the 50 and 98comp unbranched
models) also provided the closest matches to the full
model’s spike shape as measured by the mean absolute
error (MAE, defined as the mean point by point absolute
value difference between reduced and full model traces)
(Fig. 4(e)). Branched model MAEs were large relative to
those of the unbranched models with similar numbers of
compartments. This was due to the fact that branched
(a) (b) (c)
Fig. 3 The passive somatic response amplitude to a mock action
current depended on dendritic axial resistance. The stimulus was a
brief (0.5 ms) large (5 nA) somatic current pulse which caused a
voltage response in the passive soma that mimicked the amplitude and
rise-time of an AP in the absence of voltage gated conductances
(mock AP). (a) The mock AP was smallest in the full model and the
most subdivided (50comp and 98comp) unbranched reduced models.
The ability of the reduced models to match the full model mock AP
response improved as compartments were divided. (b) Models with
more finely-divided compartments allowed larger axial currents to exit
the soma into the dendrites during the mock AP. (c) Models with
larger axial currents exiting the soma exhibited larger average voltage
deflections in their most proximal dendritic compartments (those
directly connected to the soma)
308 J Comput Neurosci (2011) 30:301–321reduced model trunk dendritic compartments were still
electrotonically longer than those of the unbranched
models since a large number of compartments was
necessary simply to reflect the entire branching structure
of the full model (see Table 1). Indeed, we observed a
strong positive correlation (r=0.97, Pearson correlation
coefficient) between spike shape MAE and mean com-
partment electrotonic length (Fig. 4(e),i n s e t ) .
(a)
(b) (c)
(d) (e)
Fig. 4 Shape analysis of spontaneous somatic APs in fully active models.
Models at all levels of reduction possessed identical somatic, axonal and
dendritic conductance densities. (a) Spontaneous spiking is shown for the
full and reduced models. (b) The relative spike heights in the active
models (left inset) corresponded directly to the relative mock AP
response amplitudes shown in Fig. 3(a). Models with shorter spike
heights possessed shallower fast afterhyperpolarizations (fAHPs) as well
(right inset). (c) Expanded time scale shows steeper rise time to spike
onset in the most reduced models (left inset) and extended differences in
fAHP potential (right inset). (d) Axial current between soma and
dendritic trunk compartments. The spike depolarization led to a large
positive current into the dendrites; somatic spike size was increased in
models with less axial current due to high Ra values. During the somatic
fAHP, the axial current reversed, and current flowing back into the soma
from the depolarized dendrites led to a decrease in fAHP amplitude.
Therefore fAHP was largest in the most reduced models because they
had the highest Ra values into the dendritic trunk compartments directly
connected to the soma. (e) The quality of the match to the full model
spontaneous spike shape shown in (b) was calculated for each model as
the MAE of the voltage traces from 2 ms before to 6 ms after the spike
peak. To calculate MAE, spikes were aligned so that they crossed 0 mV
at the same time. MAE was highly correlated with mean compartment
electrotonic length (‘mean comp L’; r=0.97, Pearson correlation
coefficient; see inset)
Fig. 4 Shape analysis ofspontaneous somatic APs in fully active models.
Models at all levels of reduction possessed identical somatic, axonal and
dendritic conductance densities. (a) Spontaneous spiking is shown for the
full and reduced models. (b) The relative spike heights in the active
models (left inset) corresponded directly to the relative mock AP
response amplitudes shown in Fig. 3(a). Models with shorter spike
heights possessed shallower fast afterhyperpolarizations (fAHPs) as well
(right inset). (c) Expanded time scale shows steeper rise time to spike
onset in the most reduced models (left inset) and extended differences in
fAHP potential (right inset). (d) Axial current between soma and
dendritic trunk compartments. The spike depolarization led to a large
positive current into the dendrites; somatic spike size was increased in
models with less axial current due to high Ra values. During the somatic
fAHP, the axial current reversed, and current flowing back into the soma
from the depolarized dendrites led to a decrease in fAHP amplitude.
Therefore fAHP was largest in the most reduced models because they
had the highest Ra values into the dendritic trunk compartments directly
connected to the soma. (e) The quality of the match to the full model
spontaneous spike shape shown in (b) was calculated for each model as
the MAE of the voltage traces from 2 ms before to 6 ms after the spike
peak. To calculate MAE, spikes were aligned so that they crossed 0 mV
at the same time. MAE was highly correlated with mean compartment
electrotonic length (‘mean comp L’; r=0.97, Pearson correlation
coefficient; see inset)
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conductance densities in the 5comp model could allow a
closer match to the full model’s spike shape. The full
model’s spike was shorter (by 7.9 mV) and its fAHP
shallower (by 17.3 mV) than that of the 5comp model. By
hand-tuning the 5comp model’s conductance densities,
these mismatches in spike height and fAHP depth respec-
tively could be decreased by 97% and 77%. This level of
error reduction was achieved through a 4-fold decrease in
the somatic and axonal NaF conductance densities and a
16-fold decrease in Kv2, Kv3, and Kv4fast/slow. While our
hand-tuning allowed a much closer match of spike height
and fAHP depth, these conductance density changes also
caused the spike width at −20 mV to increase from 0.53 ms
to 0.88 ms (the full model spike width was 0.58 ms).
Because spike width was a key determinant of calcium
entry through HVA channels in the model, increasing the
spike width lead to an increase in SK channel activation
that secondarily altered multiple model properties. Overall,
hand-tuning conductance densities in reduced models away
from the full model parameter set always produced trade-
offs in our experience, and it was not possible to fully
compensate for mismatches incurred by morphological
differences. In addition, the channel densities that made
the 5comp model spike shapes most similar to electrophys-
iological recordings were several-fold different from the
original channel densities in the full morphology, and thus
the biological interpretation of such highly reduced models
with channel densities adjusted to match physiological
recordings would need to take this fact into consideration.
3.4 Analysis of back propagating APs (bAPs) at different
levels of model reduction
An e u r o nm o d e l ’s bAP amplitudes have important consequen-
ces for the modeling of spike time dependent synaptic plasticity
(Caporale and Dan 2008). If a reduced model’sb A P
amplitudes were appreciably different from those in a full
model, coincident bAPs and EPSPs in the dendrites would fail
to evoke similar local responses. To examine the effect of
model reduction on bAP amplitudes during fast spiking
activity as may be expected for GP neurons in vivo,7 5H z
spiking was elicited in each model by somatic DC injection.
We normalized bAP amplitudes to somatic AP height so that
models with taller somatic spikes did not mistakenly appear to
have more effective back propagation. In most dendritic
compartments of the full and reduced models, bAP amplitudes
decayed at about the same rate with electrotonic distance from
t h es o m a( F i g .5(a)). However, in the most highly reduced
models even the trunk dendritic compartments were at a
considerable electrotonic distance from the soma (Fig. 5(a)),
and therefore the initial decrease in bAP amplitude was much
more pronounced. A further difference between the reduced
and full models was that variability in bAP amplitude for
different dendritic branches at a given electrotonic distance
from the soma was much larger in the full model. In
particular, one full model branch had a greatly increased
bAP amplitude (Fig. 5(a1), black arrow). Indeed, the bAP
amplitude at the end of this branch (L≈0.5) was 49% of the
somaticAPheight,whilethelargestbAPamplitudesobserved
at this electrotonic position in any branched or unbranched
reduced models were respectively only 13% or 16% of
somatic AP height. This large bAP disappeared in the full
model without dendritic gNa (Supplemental Fig. S2A,O n l i n e
Resource 1), which meant that the large amplitude was due
to local amplification by gNa. Thus even when the branching
structure of the full morphology was maintained, morpho-
logical reduction still resulted in significant functional
changes in the presence of active conductances.
The primary cause of bAPs lies in the propagation of
axial current. The peak axial current during a bAP quickly
decayed with electrotonic distance at about the same rate in
the full and reduced models (Fig. 5(b)) such that only a
small fraction of the initial axial current at the soma
boundary even reached intermediate dendritic positions at
0.5 L (Fig. 5(b1)). The peak axial current reaching distal
locations (e.g. 1.0 L) was quite variable between dendritic
branches (Fig. 5(c)) though the variability was diminished
by either removing dendritic gNa or setting it to a high
density that supported active spike back propagation
(Supplemental Fig. S2, Online Resource 1). However, the
peak axial current reaching any given compartment did not
determine the local bAP amplitude. Instead, the amplitude
was primarily determined by the local ZIN at each location.
For example, in the full model at 0.54 L, the branch with the
largest bAP amplitude (1,000 Hz ZIN of 304 MΩ)r e c e i v e d
only 35% of the axial current received by the branch with the
smallest bAP (1,000 Hz ZIN of 76 MΩ). Such a large spread
in 1,000 Hz ZIN was not observed in any of the reduced
models, explaining the smaller spread of bAP amplitudes
(Fig. 5(a)). While the branched reduced models possessed
the same branches as in the full model, their 1,000 Hz ZINs
were smaller due to their larger compartment sizes, leading
to the observed mismatches in bAP amplitudes. These
differences between the full model, branched reduced models
and unbranched reduced models should be considered when
using modeling to study bAPs or employing them to study
spike dependent plasticity rules.
3.5 Effects of model reduction on the somatic spike
frequency vs. current Injection (fI) curves
The somatic fI curve is a basic neuronal input-output function
which is frequently recorded by cellular electrophysiologists
due to the important information that it yields about neuronal
excitability. Possible mismatches in the somatic fI curve due
310 J Comput Neurosci (2011) 30:301–321to model reduction could result in consequential changes with
respect to excitability in the presence of synaptic input. To
assessthe extent of such mismatches, we compared somatic fI
curves between the full model and the branched or
unbranched reduced models (Fig. 6(a)). All models exhibited
spontaneous spiking which could be eliminated by injecting
between −31 pA and −41 pA of DC into the soma. For
positive current injection amplitudes between 0 pA and
500 pA, the full and reduced models exhibited nearly linear
increases in spike rate. However, the somatic fI curve was
steeper in some of the reduced models than in the full model.
This slope mismatch was related to differences in somatic
RIN between the full and reduced models (compare Figs. 2(a)
with 6(a)). Models with larger somatic RIN allowed more
somatically-injected current to charge the somatic and axonal
membranes instead of flowing into the dendrites. This
difference was most pronounced for the 5comp unbranched
model, since this model had by far the highest somatic RIN
(Fig. 2(a)). Overall, the differences in spike rate between the
full and reduced models were small (e.g. spontaneous rate
varied by only 2.4 Hz) relative to the variability that is
observed between different GP cells recorded in vitro
(standard deviation for spontaneous rate=5.9 Hz) (Gunay
et al. 2008). Therefore our data indicate that somatic fI curve
mismatches are not one of the important limitations of
reduced models, with the possible exception of highly
(a1)( a 2)( a 3)
(b1)( b 2)( b 3)
(c1)( c 2)( c 3)
Fig. 5 Back propagating AP (bAP) amplitudes can be much larger in
the full model than in the reduced models due to larger local dendritic
high frequency ZINs. All models were driven to fire at 75 Hz+ −0.1%
with DC somatic injection. (a) The bAP amplitude in each
compartment was normalized to the soma spike amplitude and plotted
against the electrotonic distance from the soma for the full model (a1),
branched models (a2) and unbranched models (a3). Most models
showed a similar decay in bAP amplitude with electrotonic distance.
However, the 5comp and 14comp unbranched models showed much
smaller bAP sizes in their proximal dendrites because these compart-
ments were already electrotonically quite distant from the soma. In
addition, the full model showed more variable bAP amplitudes in
different branches (see black arrow) than even the most detailed
branched reduced models. (b) The maximum amount of axial current
flowing into each compartment during a spike (referred to simply as
axial current) is plotted against electrotonic distance from the soma.
(c) Log scale representation of the plots shown in (b). Note that the
decay of axial current with electrotonic distance is approximately log-
linear and is quite similar between the full and reduced models
J Comput Neurosci (2011) 30:301–321 311reduced models with severely limited axial currents such as
our 5comp model.
We again considered the possibility that the somatic fI
curve of the 5comp model could be improved relative to
that of the full model by hand-tuning its conductance
densities. Indeed, by decreasing axonal NaP by 12.5% and
increasing somatic SK by 50%, the 5comp model’s somatic
fI curve closely matched that of the full model. However,
these manipulations did not appreciably decrease the
discrepancy between the 5comp model’ss p i k er a t e
responses to dendritic current injection relative to those of
the full model: this discrepancy will be addressed in the
next section.
3.6 Effects of model reduction on fI curves for dendritic
current injection
While the somatic fI curve is an important measure of the
excitability of a neuron, it does not take into account input
processing taking place in active dendrites. Active dendrites
are capable of many types of input processing, depending
on their precise morphology and their complement of ion
channels (London and Hausser 2005). As a first step
towards characterizing the influence of model reduction
on dendritic processing, we recorded the spike frequency
with different dendritic DC injection amplitudes at a
relatively distal location (~0.8 λ) in each model. As shown
in Fig. 6(b), the dendritic fI curves were much steeper in the
unbranched reduced models than in the full or branched
reduced models. To test whether mismatches in dendritic fI
curves depended on the particular dendritic location
chosen, we injected 200 pA of DC into every dendritic
compartment of each model and compared the distribu-
tion of spike frequencies between models (Fig. 6(c)). For
all dendritic compartments, the median spike frequencies
of the unbranched reduced models were about twice as
large as those in the full or branched reduced models
(Fig. 6(c)). In addition, the minimum spike frequency
was much larger in the unbranched reduced models than
in the full or branched reduced models (Fig. 6(c)).
However, this difference was sensitive to the dendritic
gNa level: with high dendritic gNa, the full model
responded to dendritic current injection with high spike
frequencies that matched the unbranched models, although
the spread of spike frequency responses remained much
higher in the full model (Supplemental Fig. S4C, Online
Resource 1). Overall, these results showed that differences
between full and reduced models in their dendritic fI
curves were quite large, and furthermore depended on the
complement of ion channels.
Next, we sought to understand more fully the relation-
ship between dendritic current injection and somatic spike
rate. To examine the possibility that different spike
frequency responses were simply related to the electrotonic
distance of each injected compartment to the soma, we
compared the spike rate response during 200 pA DC
dendritic injection to the electrotonic position of each
injected dendritic compartment. Perhaps surprisingly, there
was considerable variability between spike rate responses to
current injections at matching electrotonic positions in
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Fig. 6 The spike frequency response to somatic and dendritic DC
injection (fI curve) at different levels of model reduction. DC injection
amplitudes ranged from −100 pA to +500 pA to elicit the full
physiological range of spike rates. (a) fI curve of each model for
somatic current injections. Models with higher somatic RINs (see
Fig. 2(a)) exhibited steeper somatic fI curves. Note that subdividing
the compartments of the reduced models allowed closer matches to the
somatic fI curve of the full model. (b) fI curve of each model for DC
injection into a sample dendritic compartment at an electrotonic
distance of 0.83 L from the soma. The injected compartment was
positioned on the same sub-branch in the full and branched reduced
models and on the same major branch in the unbranched reduced
models. Note that the branched reduced models closely matched the
dendritic fI curve of the full model while the unbranched reduced
models did not provide close matches. (c) Box plots for distributions
of spike frequency responses for 200 pA DC injections into each
dendritic compartment of each model. The median spike frequency
response to dendritic injection was much higher in the unbranched
reduced models than in either the full model or the branched reduced
models. The minimum spike frequency response to dendritic injection
was also much higher in the unbranched reduced models than in either
the full model or the branched reduced models. (d) Same as (c) except
that all channels were removed from the dendrites. Note the much
closer match between all models and the strong correspondence to the
relationships shown in Fig. 2(b)
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electrotonic position need not be directly correlated to local
RIN, we hypothesized that local dendritic RIN could be a
stronger predictor of spike frequency responses. Indeed, we
found a very close relationship between high values of local
dendritic RIN at the site of current injection and low values
of somatic spike frequency regardless of model reduction
level (Fig. 7(b)). Since the unbranched models lacked
compartments with high local RINs due to their collapsed
branching structures (Fig. 2(c)), their minimum spike
frequency responses to dendritic current injections were
higher (Fig. 6(c)).
To determine whether dendritic conductances were
responsible for the differences in spike rates with dendritic
DC injection, we removed all dendritic conductances and
measured spike rates in response to the same stimuli used
for Fig. 6(c). We found that passive dendrites allowed
close matches between all models regarding spike rate
responses to dendritic DC injections (Fig. 6(d)). The
spike rates achieved with current injection into passive
dendrites were much higher than those with active
dendrites, indicating that activation of outward currents
during dendritic depolarization primarily determined slow
spike responses. Because dendritic depolarization with
input is directly dependent on the local RIN,t h e
unavoidable reduction of local dendritic RIN when
multiple dendritic branches are collapsed in unbranched
models leads to significant mismatches in the response to
input when active conductances are present. These
mismatches can lead to either decreased or increased
spiking based on the relative predominance of inward or
outward dendritic currents.
3.7 Comparison of spike frequency response to synaptic
inputs at a range of input frequencies across models
The integration of distributed synaptic inputs into spiking
output is one of the fundamental computational functions of
a neuron (Destexhe et al. 2003; Gulledge et al. 2005).
Accurate synaptic integration relative to a full model or
biological neuron is particularly important for a reduced
model that will be incorporated into network simulations. A
first order approximation of the input/output function of a
neuron model is frequently represented by fF curves, which
compare spike frequency vs. input frequency at different
mixes of inhibition and excitation. We generated fF curves
for all models by recording the spike frequencies for
increasing rates of asynchronous excitatory input to all
dendritic compartments at three levels of inhibition. We
applied identical synaptic conductance activation patterns
between all models (see Methods). We found that the fF
curves of all reduced models matched the full model more
closely than the fI curves for dendritic current injection had
suggested (Fig. 8(a), compare to Fig. 6(b,c)). Nevertheless,
the unbranched models showed a somewhat larger spike
frequency increase with increasing excitatory input rates as
suggested by the dendritic fI curves, whereas the 59comp
and 93comp branched reduced models presented a close
approximation to the fF curves of the full model. As we
observed with dendritic fI curves, the degree to which the
fF curves matched between the models was sensitive to the
dendritic gNa level. With high dendritic gNa, no reduced
model was able to match the steep fF curves of the full
model due to differences in dendritic spike initiation and
propagation (Supplemental Fig. S5, Online Resource 1).
To better understand the fF curve mismatches of the
unbranched models with medium dendritic gNa, we studied
the somatic and dendritic voltage fluctuations of the
93comp, 98comp and full models after removing their
somatic and axonal active conductances (Fig. 8(b–d)). The
somatic voltages were shifted relative to one another in a
manner consistent with the relative firing rates in the fF
curves. However, the magnitude of somatic voltage
fluctuations was quite similar between the full and reduced
models (Fig. 8(b)). In contrast, the dendritic voltage
fluctuations in the unbranched 98comp model were much
smaller than in the full or branched 93comp model at each
level of inhibition (Fig. 8(c,d); note the close similarity
between the local fluctuations of the full and 93comp
branched models). We hypothesized that these different
dendritic voltage fluctuations influenced dendritic conduc-
tances in a complex manner and prevented the 98comp
model from precisely matching the fF curves of the full
model. To test this, we removed all dendritic conductances
from each model and reproduced the fF curves. As we
predicted, the fF curves of the full and reduced models
(a) (b)
Fig. 7 RIN was a stronger predictor than electrotonic position of the
spike rate response to dendritic injection. The RIN of a dendritic
compartment was calculated as for Fig. 2.( a) The spike rate response
during 200 pA DC injection into each dendritic compartment depended
weakly on electrotonic distance from soma (L). (b) In contrast, the spike
rate response during 200 pA DC injection into a dendritic compartment
depended strongly on the injected compartment’sR IN
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(b1)
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(d1)
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(a2)
(b2)
(c2)
(d2)
(e2)
(a3)
(b3)
(c3)
(d3)
(e3)
Fig. 8 The spike frequency (f) responses of the full model to different
event frequencies (F) of synaptic input (fF curves) were well matched by
the divided branched reduced models but less well matched by the other
reduced models. (a) With asynchronous excitation, the divided branched
reduced models consistently provided the closest match to the fF curves of
the full model (59comp model responses not shown, but similar to those of
the 93comp model). Note that the fF curvesof the unbranchedmodels were
generally steeper than those of the full model, but that the mismatch
depended on the precise combination of excitation and inhibition. ‘No’,
‘Medium’,a n d‘High’inhibition respectively refer to average rates for each
inhibitory synapse of 0, 10, and 20 Hz. Each fF curve was constructed from
100 s simulations for each data point. (b–d), somatic and axonal
conductances were removed to prevent spiking. Event frequencies circle
in panels a1–3 were used for panels (b–d). (b) Short somatic voltage traces
are shown in each type of model. Note that the full and branched somatic
voltages were practically identical while the unbranched 98comp model
exhibited slightly different fluctuations with no or medium inhibition.
Further note the correspondence of these somatic voltage fluctuations to the
relative firing rates of each model. (c) Short voltage traces are shown from
an example dendritic compartment at approximately the same electrotonic
position and branching structure (if possible) in each type of model. The
full and branched dendritic compartments experienced larger voltage
fluctuations than did the compartment in the unbranched model. Note the
close correspondence of the full and 93comp branched reduced model’s
dendritic voltage fluctuations. (d) The probability that a particular voltage
was reached by any dendritic compartment at any time during synaptic
input is plotted for each model. The ranges of voltages reached by the
dendrites of the full and branched models were larger than the range of
voltages reached by the dendrites of the unbranched model. (e)A f t e r
removing all active dendritic conductances, the fF curves were reproduced.
Note the much closer fF curve matches, particularly between the 98comp
unbranched reduced model and the full model
314 J Comput Neurosci (2011) 30:301–321without dendritic conductances were much more similar to
each other than in the case with dendritic conductances
(Fig. 8(e)).
3.8 Many of the precise spike times of the full model were
preserved by the branched and unbranched reduced models
While synaptic rate coding is used for many neural
computations, some circuits such as those involved with
processing transient sensory inputs must use the informa-
tion contained in the timing of the first spike (VanRullen
et al. 2005). In network models of circuits employing
precise spike timing as a coding mechanism, the exact
firing times of the component neuron models therefore
become important. If the spike times of a reduced branched
or unbranched model differ from those of a biological
neuron or full model, the degree of spike time preservation
should be understood before a particular morphological
reduction method is used to construct neurons for such
networks. Therefore, we evaluated the preservation of
precise full model spike times by branched or unbranched
reduced models in the presence of identical synaptic inputs.
To study the precision of spike timing with synaptic
inputs, we constructed a set of asynchronous distributed
inputs where each of the 511 excitatory synapses was
randomly activated with a mean rate of 5 Hz, and each of
511 inhibitory synapses with a mean rate of 10 Hz. After
carefully examining the spike time preservation of each
reduced model at each point on the fF curves shown in
Fig. 8(a), we found that this combination of excitation and
inhibition displayed a degree of spike time preservation that
was representative of the range of synaptic backgrounds
that we studied (e.g. Fig 8(a)). Therefore, we present the
specifics of spike time preservation by the reduced
models with this one synaptic background to avoid
introducing redundant detail. Because input synchroniza-
tion is generally thought to be an important aspect in
neural coding and occurs naturally for example due to
oscillatory activity (Ward 2003), we also constructed a
synapticstimulusinwhichclusters ofsynapseswereactivated
synchronously (see Methods). Spike time preservation was
defined as the percentage of the full model’ss p i k e st h a tw e r e
generated by the reduced model within ±5 ms of the full
model’s spike time, a method we previously employed in
dynamic clamp studies to examine spiking precision (Gauck
and Jaeger 2000). In our previous dynamic clamp study, we
showed that about 60% of precise spike times were
preserved within ±5 ms when repeatedly applying the same
conductance activation pattern to neurons in slice. We
consider this degree of preservation to be the limit of spike
time accuracy due to intrinsic neural noise and thus any
reduced models matching this level of precision present
sufficient replication of full model activity.
We found that preservation of ±5 ms spike timing did not
vary widely between the branched and unbranched reduced
models (Fig. 9(a1–3)). Preservation was generally about 50%
with asynchronous excitation (Fig. 9(a1–3)), and from 50% to
75% with synchronous excitation (Fig. 9(b1–3)), for
branched or unbranched reduced models. Coincident
excitatory inputs increased spike time preservation
because powerful events were more likely to overcome
small differences in activity between the models to drive
spikes at a precise time. With spike time preservation, as
with the other functional measures analyzed in this study,
the dendritic gNa level was an important determinant of
how well the reduced models matched the full model.
Preservation of spike timing was greatly diminished by high
dendritic gNa whether inputs were asynchronous or synchro-
nous. With 10 Hz inhibition and 5 Hz excitation, spike time
preservation for the high-dendritic-gNa models was often less
than20%duetodifferencesindendriticspikepropagationand
initiation with the full model (data not shown). Conversely,
removing dendritic gNa altogether caused spike time preser-
vation to improve by 5% relative to the case with medium
dendritic gNa for the 93compmodel,suggestingthatdendritic
sodium was amplifying coincident EPSPs differently in the
different models (data not shown). Removing the remaining
dendritic conductances did not further improve spike time
preservation for the 93comp branched model, most likely
because close somatic voltage fluctuation matches were
observed even with all dendritic conductances present (e.g.
Fig. 8(b)).
To understand why the 93comp model did not preserve
100% of precise full model spike times despite the lack of
noise, identical synaptic activation patterns, and direct
mapping of synaptic positions, we compared the somatic
voltage responses of both models under two conditions. In,
the first condition, somatic and axonal conductances were
removed from both models, leaving just dendritic con-
ductances (“nonspiking” in Fig. 9(c)). We observed a close
match between the somatic responses of the full and
93comp models in the nonspiking case (Fig. 9(c), dashed
traces). In the second condition, both models possessed the
full complement of somatic, axonal, and dendritic con-
ductances (“spiking” in Fig. 9(c)). In the spiking models,
one model occasionally fired a spike while the other model
did not quite reach threshold (e.g. Fig. 9(c), black arrow). If
a spike-triggering synaptic event occurred for both models
immediately after this event, then the model that just fired a
spike did not fire again, while the other one did (e.g. Fig. 9(c),
blue arrow). This kind of sequence tended to cause spikes in
the subsequent few hundred milliseconds to be misaligned
between the two models and accounted for most of the
unpreserved spike times. Indeed, due to the fact that near-
threshold events can lead to spike initiation in one condition
but fail to cause spike initiation in a closely parallel
J Comput Neurosci (2011) 30:301–321 315condition, a fully precise control of spike timing by synaptic
input may be impossible.
Overall, in the absence of dendritic spiking, the degree
of precise full model spike time preservation by the reduced
models was similar to the spike time preservation that we
have observed between multiple applications of identical
conductance activation patterns to slice neurons (Gauck and
Jaeger 2000).
3.9 Conductance parameter sets yielding disparate output
can be used in the full and reduced models to produce
similar output
Researchers using full models commonly face the problem
of hand-tuning conductance densities to match target
output: this is always a laborious task and dissatisfying in
that only a single—possibly arbitrary—solution is found.
(a1)( a 2)( a 3)
(b1)
(c)
(b2)( b 3)
Fig. 9 Precise full model spike times were often preserved by the
reduced models in the presence of synaptic input. (a) Spike time
preservation during asynchronous synaptic bombardment. a1, Somatic
voltage traces for the full model and 93comp branched reduced model
are shown along with the time-varying combined synaptic reversal
potential (Vsyn). As we have done previously (Gauck and Jaeger
2000), Vsyn was calculated by multiplying the reversal potential of
each synaptic conductance type (AMPA, NMDA, and GABA) by the
momentary whole cell synaptic conductance for that type and then
dividing by the total synaptic conductance for all three types. Vsyn was
shifted down by 20 mV relative to voltage traces for easier
visualization. a2, Raster plot showing the spike times for each model
during the simulation segment in a1. a3, The percent of preserved
spikes was generally about 50% for all the reduced models. (b) Same
as (a), but with synchronous excitation. Note the improved preserva-
tion percentages for each reduced model. Further note that none of the
reduced models preserved more than about 75% of full model spike
times. (c) Somatic voltage traces are shown in the full and 93comp
models during a short period when precise full model spike times were
not preserved. The dashed traces represent the somatic voltages of the
models without somatic or axonal conductances (nonspiking, shifted
down by 20 mV to aid visualization), while the solid traces are from
the active models. Note the extremely close match of the nonspiking
somatic voltage fluctuations, the point when the full model spikes but
the 93comp model does not (black arrow), and the 93comp spike
which follows soon after (blue arrow). Synaptic input distributions
were identical to those used for Fig. 8. Medium excitation (5 Hz) and
medium inhibition (10 Hz) were used for all panels of this figure.
Preservation of full model spike times was calculated as the
percentage of the full model’s spikes that were generated by the
reduced model within ±5 ms of the full model’s spike time. The colors
used in the raster plots in this figure were the same as those used for
the rest of the figures
316 J Comput Neurosci (2011) 30:301–321Therefore, there has been great interest in finding algorithms
to optimize the conductance densities of a model automati-
cally (Huys et al. 2006; Vanier and Bower 1999)a n dt o
determine the parameter space of similar solutions with
database approaches (Gunay et al. 2008; Prinz et al. 2003;
Prinz et al. 2004). However, even with such algorithms it is
still demanding to find a suitable parameter set for a full
model because of the long simulation times required to run
thousands of parameter combinations in such models. This
time requirement can be drastically decreased by applying
the search algorithm to a reduced model, as long as the
resulting conductance densities can be used in the full model
to produce similar output.
To examine which reduction strategy could be used to
efficiently search the parameter space of the full model, 100
random parameter sets were generated by varying each
conductance density independently between 25% and 400%
of its default value. These parameter sets produced widely
varying spike shapes as well as somatic and dendritic fI
curves (Fig. 10). Of these parameter sets, two that yielded
different somatic and dendritic fI curves and spike shapes
were chosen to illustrate a comparison of the output of the
(a1)( a 2)( a 3)( a 4)
(b1)( b 2)( b 3)( b 4)
(c1)( c 2)( c 3)( c 4)
Fig. 10 Different model activity patterns generated by many random
conductance density sets were matched between the full and reduced
models. One hundred conductance density parameter sets were
randomly generated by varying each conductance density between
25% and 400% of its original value. Two of these parameter sets that
produced very different model outputs were selected to illustrate the
responses of the different models with identical conductance densities
(colored solid or dashed lines). The remaining 98 random parameter
sets are displayed as solid light gray lines. Model spike shapes were
compared during 500 pA somatic DC injection because this level of
current injection caused every morphology to spike with each random
parameter set tested. (a1,b1,c1), Each random parameter set was
inserted into the full model. For each parameter set, the somatic spike
shape (a1), somatic fI curve (b1) and dendritic fI curve (c1) are
displayed. Note the wide range of spike shapes and fI curve gains. (a2,
b2,c2), Same as the first column but for the 41comp branched
morphology. (a3,b3,c3), Same as the first two columns but for the
14comp unbranched morphology. (a4,b4,c4), Box plots of the
distribution of MAEs calculated for the 100 random parameter sets
are shown for each reduced model. Note that dendritic fI curve MAEs
were smaller for the branched reduced models than for the unbranched
models
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lines) and ‘RandSet2’ (colored dashed lines); for conductance
densities see Supplemental Table S3,O n l i n eR e s o u r c e1).
This comparison showed that the distinct differences in the
model output between the two parameter sets were generally
preserved in both branched and unbranched models
(Fig. 10). For instance, the somatic fI curves and spike
shapes were closely preserved when these two parameter sets
were used in the full, 41comp branched and 14comp
unbranched models (Fig. 10(a,b)). Note that even the 5 ms
ISI doublet firing of the full model with RandSet1 (colored
solid lines) was preserved by both reduced models (Fig. 10
(a)). In contrast, the dendritic fI curves were closely
preserved by the 41comp branched model but not by the
14comp unbranched model, which generally fired faster with
the same current injection input (Fig. 10(c)).
To quantify the ability of the reduced and full models to
produce similar output with the same densities across all 100
parameter sets, we calculated the MAE between the full and
reduced model output for each measure (6 rate points for each
fI curve and 801 voltage points for each spike shape). This
yielded a set of 100 MAEs for each measure in each reduced
model. We observed that increasing the number of compart-
ments provided significantly smaller somatic spike shape and
somatic fI MAEs (p<0.05 with Bonferroni correction using
the Mann-Whitney U test) for both branched and unbranched
reduced models in most cases (Fig. 10(a4,b4)) see Supple-
mental Table S4 for all statistical comparisons, Online
Resource 1). In contrast, increasing the number of compart-
ments while keeping the reduced model type fixed signifi-
cantly decreased the median dendritic fI MAE in only one
instance (from 59comp to 93comp branched reduced,
Supplemental Table S4, Online Resource 1). Instead of a
compartment number relationship, we observed that pre-
served branching structure allowed much smaller MAEs for
the branched reduced models than for the unbranched
reduced models regarding the dendritic fI curve. For
example, the median dendritic fI curve MAE exhibited by
the 93comp branched reduced model was significantly (p=
1.9e-11, Mann-Whitney U test) smaller by 4.9 Hz than that
exhibited by the 98comp unbranched reduced model, despite
having fewer compartments (Supplemental Table S4,O n l i n e
Resource 1). The differing ability of the branched and
unbranched reduced models to reproduce full model dendritic
responses with identical conductance densities was very
similar to the differing ability of the two types of reduced
modelstomatchthe dendritic responses ofthe fullmodel with
the tuned parameter set (Fig. 6). The similar deviations
between models for these 100 randomly generated parameter
sets support the general validity of our analysis tracing these
differences back to axial current and dendritic RIN mismatches.
Overall, we found that identical conductance densities
allowed our unbranched reduced models to produce
somatic input output dynamics similar to those of the full
model, while the branched reduced models additionally
reproduced the dendritic input driven somatic output
dynamics of the full model.
4 Discussion
We developed a principled strategy to construct branched or
unbranched reduced dendritic neuron models with few
compartments and multiple active conductances that allowed
us to keep the same channel densities as used in a full
morphologicalmodel.Usingthesemodels,wedemonstratethat
full model responses to somatic stimuli can be closely matched
by both branched and unbranched reduced models. In contrast,
because of unavoidable differences in the local dendritic input
resistanceof unbranched reducedmodel dendrites,responses to
dendritic input are less closely matched by this type of model if
dendrites contain voltage-gated currents, even if the remaining
major dendrites are subdivided into many compartments. Some
full model properties could not be fully matched even by
branched reduced models, in particular when it came to
matching either bAP amplitudes with medium dendritic gNa
or spiking responses to synaptic input with high dendritic gNa.
We found that particular aspects of the passive structure of
reduced models explained particular unavoidable mismatches
with full model activity. Specifically, the lumping of axial
resistances in models with few compartments led to mis-
matches in spike shapes and fI curves, while local dendritic RIN
and ZIN differences led to mismatches in responses to
dendritic stimuli and bAP amplitudes.
Despite these remaining mismatches, we show that many
aspects of full model activity, including rate and time coding
with dendritic inputs, can be well replicated by principled
model reduction strategies and that different sets of voltage
gated conductances result in similar activity patterns for each
type of model.
4.1 Principles of morphological reduction
In passive models, many precise input responses can be
maintained if the dendritic tree of a full model meets two
criteria: 1) all branches follow the 3/2 power branching rule
and 2) there is equal electrotonic length from the soma to
each dendritic tip (Rall 1959, 1964). Like most biological
dendritic trees, the dendritic tree of the full GP model did
not meet either of these criteria. The passive properties of
this type of full model cannot be entirely preserved by
morphologically reduced models with altered electrotonic
structure (Holmes and Rall 1992). Preservation of dynamics
becomes even more complicated with the addition of
voltage and time dependent conductances to the membrane
(Rall et al. 1992). Despitetheneedforaclearunderstandingof
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adoption by modelers, it is not yet clear which active properties
can and cannot be maintained following morphological
reduction. Because an analysis of active model reductions is
not amenable to purely mathematical techniques, compartmen-
tal modeling presents the best tool to explore relationships
between the dynamics of full and reduced morphologies.
To understand the extent to which active full model
dynamics can be preserved by morphologically reduced
models, we chose to examine the consequences of two
particularmorphologicalreductionmethodstocreatesimplified
dendritic neuron models, one that preserved detailed dendritic
branching structure and one that did not. Different strategies
have been employed among previously used dendritic mor-
phological reduction methods, usually without a detailed
examination of the consequences. Some studies use reduced
models that maintain only a qualitative relationship between
full and reduced morphologies without preserving any partic-
ular morphological features (Davison et al. 2000; Traub et al.
1991; Wilson and Bower 1992). Another study examined the
reduction of a full model with somatic but not dendritic
conductances carefully, and described a method that conserves
the full model Ra at the expense of TSA (Bush and Sejnowski
1993). More recent studies have employed reduction methods
that preserve the TSA and RIN of the full model while
ignoring its Ra (Destexhe 2001; Tobin et al. 2006). We
maintained this strategy as our reduced models preserved full
model TSA and approximated somatic RIN when compart-
ments of the most reduced models were sequentially
subdivided. In addition, we preserved the electrotonic length
of major dendritic branches (our unbranched models) or of
every dendritic branchlet (our branched models). Our method,
as with the methods of Tobin and Destexhe, can be used to
construct reduced models both from previously existing full
models, but also to construct reduced models directly from
reconstructed morphologies and electrophysiological data.
Furthermore, our method, like that of Tobin et al, allows
c h a n n e ld e n s i t i e st ob eu s e di nb o t hf u l la n dr e d u c e dm o d e l s
to produce similar electrophysiological activity with somatic
stimulation provided that there are a sufficient number of
reduced model compartments. This capability allows our
reduced models with >10 compartments to be used as fast
search engines of full model parameter space.
4.2 The suitability of different levels of model reduction
for different applications
4.2.1 If complex dendritic processing is not required,
then unbranched reduced models suffice
Computational efficiency is an important consideration
when choosing which neuron models to incorporate into
large networks, and in this respect unbranched reduced
models are preferable to branched reduced models because
far fewer compartments are needed to yield satisfactory
matches to somatic input-output functions. For example,
the unbranched reduced models presented here, particularly
the 14comp model, could be incorporated into existing GP
network models which currently use single compartment or
simpler models (Rubchinsky et al. 2003; Terman et al.
2002). These models replicated the rate coding function for
somatic current injection well without altering the channel
densities of the full morphological model. Thus, they would
allow the study of how individual voltage-gated conduc-
tances may contribute to important features of somatic
processing. Of course, if mathematical tractability of
analyzing network activity patterns is desired, then even
more simplified neuron models such as exponential
integrate and fire neurons or low dimensional dynamical
system models are preferable (Herz et al. 2006; Izhikevich
2004).
4.2.2 Network models in need of accurate synaptic coding
with active dendritic conductances can employ branched
reduced models
We showed that branched reduced models can closely
match the spiking responses of the full model to dendritic
current injection or synaptic input, while the unbranched
reduced models provided less precise matches. However,
the matches even of branched reduced models became
significantly worse if a high level of dendritic gNa allowed
dendritic spike initiation. Overall, we found no reduced
model that could accurately reproduce the pattern of
dendritic spike initiation shown by the full model, since
this response is highly sensitive to the amplitude of local
dendritic voltage fluctuations, which are not generally
matched by reduced models due to unavoidable deviations
in local input resistances. In contrast, bAPs could be closely
matched in branched reduced models, although in a
particular regime of intermediate dendritic gNa densities
some branches showed increased amplification of bAPs
only in the full model. The interaction of bAPs is often
considered important for spike time dependent plasticity
rules (Gulledge et al. 2005; Letzkus et al. 2006), which
could therefore generally be employed in network models
using branched reduced models, while unbranched models
would be less suitable (though not completely inaccurate).
4.2.3 Applications that involve locally non-linear dendritic
processing should only use full models
Our analysis of the dendritic properties of reduced and full
models revealed that dendritic RINs, and especially ZINs for
brief or fast-changing signals, cannot be matched for all
regions of the dendrite in any model reduction. The local
J Comput Neurosci (2011) 30:301–321 319dendritic ZINs determine the local voltage response to
synaptic input and therefore directly influence the amount
of activation of voltage-gated conductances. This is
particularly apparent in models that allow dendritic spike
initiation due to a high dendritic gNa, but also becomes
important for fast transient events like bAPs.
4.2.4 Using reduced models to search the channel density
parameter space
Several studies have shown that it is of significant interest
to explore the parameter space of full morphological
models through evolutionary algorithms (Achard and De
Schutter 2006) or database methods (Gunay et al. 2008;
Prinz et al. 2003). A large number of simulation runs are
also required to determine the sensitivity of a model to
channel density variations (Weaver and Wearne 2008).
These methods are computationally expensive to carry out
in full morphological models. Because our model reduction
method was designed so that full model channel densities
can be used to produce similar dynamics in the reduced
model, it can increase the efficiency of parameter space
exploration by 10–100 fold.
5 Conclusion
Reduced models are widely used, particularly in network
simulations due to their computational efficiency. Careful
validation of dendritic activity in reduced models is likely
important to achieve biologically realistic processing in
large network simulations. Our findings indicate that
carefully constructed reduced models with 10–50 times
fewer compartments than a full morphological model can
accurately reproduce somatic spontaneous and most synap-
tically driven activities, while extremely simplified 1–5
compartment models cannot. While some deviations from
full morphological models were found for all reduced
models, these were generally no larger than the biological
variability of the same features in the same cell type. The
detailed dendritic branch structure made important contri-
butions to processing only in the presence of strong
dendritic non-linearities, such as local Na
+ spike initiation,
and should be considered in models employing such
mechanisms.
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